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LEGAL AID CAMP AT JINDOLI

It has been a long time since independence, more than 60 years now, but it

seems that the problems of the poor and the lower income groups either in

urban areas or the villages would not come to end in coming years but on

the contrary they would rise. Even after enactment of so many social welfare

legislations and policies framed by the government the condition of the

villages remain pathetic as everything remains on paper and nothing is

implemented. Due to lack of knowledge among poor people about the rights

guaranteed to them and the procedure to avail those rights, they remain

deprived of services which are either freely available or the facilities that play

an important role in their life. Moreover, the administrative bodies have an

indifferent approach towards these people and inspite of helping the people

in need they try to take advantage of their situation and exploit them.

So, the Helping Hands Group & District Legal Service Authority, Alwar has

organized a legal aid camp on 9th July 2013 in Jindoli Village, Mundawar of

Alwar district with the motive to spread awareness among the villagers

about their legal rights and government policies and facilities available to

them. The legal aid camp made the people of Jindoli village aware about the

rights guaranteed to farmers, women, children, senior citizens under various

enactments such as Right to Education Act, Right to Information Act.

Consumer Protection Act, Domestic Violence Act and similar legislations.

A special Session of Learned Judge Mrs. Rita Tejpal (CJM, Alwar District)

also motivated the villagers, especially women to press for their demands

and not to get suppressed and to take appropriate action against the

wrongdoers by unifying. The end of the session witnessed a problem solving

session by Judge Mrs. Rita Tejpal in which many people got to keep their

atrocities in front of the judge and in turn guided by her.

Jindoli village comprises of about almost 700 houses with a good amount of

population residing out of which 300-350 people attended the camp and

shared their problems. The main problems that we got to know were: non

availability of BPL cards to the people due to indifferent approach of



Panchayat members in helping them, non availability of electricity

connection and meter due to misconduct of electricity department and

domestic violence with women.

After witnessing all these problems we came to the conclusion that the

people in the village lack knowledge about the procedures of availing

services and the administration inspite of helping them in turn tries to

ignore and exploit these people. The people of the village are living in

adverse circumstances and no one wants to understand the value of the

benefit they would get from the valuable services that are granted by social

welfare legislations.

LIST OF COMPLAINTS

1. Vimla Ramkishore :

-Resident of Khereta, near sodan ki dhani, Khanpur

-Earns her living by doing labour work and has two unmarried daughters

-Aggrieved by domestic violence by husband

-Also aggrieved by not getting any cooperation by Behroj panchayat in applying for

BPL card.

-contact no.: 08441062906

2. Archand Banjara:

-Resident of Jindoli

- Aggrieved by the misconduct of patwari who has not approved the documents

that justify his ownership on a piece of land.

-He is also aggrieved by the conduct of electricity department to whom he has got the
approval for getting electricity connection but till now he has not been provided with the
connection.

-Contact no.: 09571848631



3. Following people are the members of the same family and they are aggrieved by
the same problem hence listed in one category:

Dayaram Khumhar(08094053006)- Basanti Kumhar(09636693275)-Santosh Kumhar-Maya
Pappu Kumhar- Jagdish Kumhar-Kailash Kumhar

- All are Jinduli residents

- They live in ward no. 11

- Aggrieved by no help being provided to avail BPL card

4. Sheela:

-Resident of Jindoli

-BPL card not made due to technical error and no help was granted by Panchayat to solve
the problem

- Contact no.- 09461232247

5. Rajrani:

- Resident of Jindoli

- Lives near Ghanshilal mawe ki dukaan

- Used to work at Aganwadi near Imliwali Dhani and retired 2 ½ months before but
did not receive pension till now

6. Azad Khan :

- Resident of Jinduli

- Aggrieved by no help being given to avail BPL card

- Contact no.: 08502820422



7. Rudiyo:

- Resident of Jinduli

- Near Naveen school

- Aggreived by no help being granted for availing Vidhwa pension,

8. Santosh w/o Girriraj:

-Resident of Jinduli

-Ward no. 11

-Aggreived by not able to procure electricity connection and fixing of meter even after
approval of electricity department.

9. Sanjay Singh:

-Resident of Jinduli

-Meter got burned 1 ½ years ago and send for forensic investigation but no report received
till now.

-Also aggrieved by large amount in electricity bills after installation of new meter.

-Contact no.: 09549838706

10. Santra ji M/o Anil :

-Resident of Jinduli

-Widow

-No income source

-Not able to avail BPL facility

11. Nirma Ji:

-Resident of Jinduli

-Lives near purana bank



-no income source

-Not able to avail BPL card

12. Kesar:

-Jinduli resident

- not able to avail BPL card

13. Chanda Bai:

-Resident of Mandawar

-reference of her uncle Ramkishore given by her

-Vidhwa pension

14. Surji Jeetram Jogi:

-Jinduli resident

-not able to avail BPL card

15. Bala Vikram:

-Jinduli resident

-Aggrieved by no help in availing BPL card

- Also aggrieved by domestic violence by her husband

16. Mahaveer Banjara:

-Jinduli resident

- his son is disable

-Motor accident claim of son not given by the insurance company


